
  

The Model 81 as a Cladding Weld Head 

 

 
Petroleum refineries and petrochemical power plants both employ large (16-24”) valves 
to control and direct the flow of various chemicals, including superheated steam.  Each of 
these various fluids present unique challenges to the valve internal mechanisms, 
exacerbated by the common presence of very high pressure.  Because of the hostile 
environment, the valve seats are usually manufactured from Stellite, a cobalt-chromium 
alloy that is noted to maintain hardness even at high operating temperatures.  This 
material, while ideal for the application, is difficult to apply, and hard to machine.  The 
original manufacturers of these valves had their own proprietary methods of creating the 
valve seats, but when the valves start to leak in service, and the valve manufacturer has 
disappeared after 50 or so years, the repair of these units falls to specialized 
remanufacturing experts.  Since replacing a valve is usually not a viable option, given the 
extensive ASME B31 requirements associated with the cutting out and re-welding a new 
valve in place, in-situ repair is a desirable alternative. 

For those facilities lucky enough to be located within a day’s drive of Dayton, Ohio, they 
can employ the services of Dayton Precision Services; an organization specializing in just 
this technology.  By machining away the original valve seat, and replacing it with a new 
one, identical to the original manufacturer’s specifications, a fifty year old valve can be 
restored to service with the same confidence level as if a brand new valve were installed. 

DPS uses proprietary purpose-built boring equipment to remove all of the original seal 
material and the underlying “buttering”, to prepare the valve to receive the new material.  
The first step in creating the new seal is to clad an intermediate surface using 309L wire, 
an austenitic stainless steel with a cte midway between the cast iron housing (at 9.5x10-

6/ºC) and the Stellite seal material (at 13x10-6/ºC).  The material is deposited using an Arc 
Machines, Inc Model 81 Pipe Welder.  This weld head was originally designed to weld 
sections of pipe together under limited clearance conditions.  However, with the use of a 
stock bracket (from AMI) the welding torch assembly can be redirected outward, so that 
the Model 81 becomes an ID cladding tool.  Since the Model 81 can be installed to drive 
on as small as a 1-1/2” diameter pipe, there is no problem fitting the complete assembly 
inside the valve, and aligning the center pipe so that the Model 81 is in perfect position to 
apply the underlayment material in an extremely even layer to the valve body, with the 



  

new ID exactly on center.  The TIG process, with an automated wire feeder to deliver 
metered amounts of the filler wire, results in extremely accurate material placement, 
which serves to minimize subsequent machining; with the additional benefit of controlled 
heat for minimum dilution.  Since the valve body must be preheated for the both cladding 
operations, the addition of the welding arc head creates a difficult environment for 
machinery.  Fortunately, the AMI Model 81 is equipped with a water jacket to remove 
heat from the welding zone and dissipate it outside the weld zone using an AMI Model 
227CW cooling unit. 

 
Once the underlayment has been machined and is ready for the application of the seal 
material, the cold wire TIG process, using the AMI Model 81 begins again, this time with 
the wire feed loaded with the Stellite wire.  The Stellite seal material must be applied 
slightly oversize to permit machining to the final dimensions; but since the material is 
quite hard, and very expensive, it is important not to deposit any more than is required.  It 
is for this reason that DPS selected the AMI Model 81, since the accuracy and 
repeatability of the unit provides for minimum extra material.  Additionally, the material 
is difficult to weld with a tendency to hot cracking, so that custom proprietary weld 
schedules have been developed by DPS, which guarantees crack and void free material 
application, since the AMI Model 227 Power Supply can repeat the operation indefinitely 
without variation. 

The AMI Model 81 Pipe Weld Head works as a system with the Model 227 Power 
Supply and Model 227CW Cooling Unit to deliver smooth, controllable weld cladding 
time after time without heat or drive speed variation.  The Model 81, without the torch 
reversing bracket can also be used for its originally intended purpose; welding pipe 
sections together when there is very little clearance between neighboring pipes. 

DPS completes the job by machining the seal to original factory specifications.  The 
valve is now ready to be reassembled and put into service for another fifty years, or more. 
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